
COMPUTERIZED MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATION – ADDENDUM #1 RFP #A120919-A 

SAINT PAUL PUBLIC SCHOOLS ADDENDUM #1 RFP #A120919-A 
COMPUTERIZED MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

 

A. TIMELINE 
a. Extended due time: RFP Responses (including completed CMMS Functionality 

Checklist) due date to OWNER, delivered and timestamped by 4:30 p.m. CST, January 
14th, 2020. 
 

B. QUESTIONS / ANSWERS 
 

1. Does the District have accurate drawings for all the sites/buildings? 
a. Are the drawings Updated and Current for all areas in CAD/DWG Format? CAD 

drawings are updated and current for approximately 80-85% of spaces. 
b. Are the current AutoCAD / DWG drawings layers standardized/polylined and 

consistent throughout the drawings to show space, room features, and assets? Yes, 
CAD drawings and layers are standardized and almost all are polylined. 

 
2. What is the total square footage of SPPS’ 73 facilities?  The district’s 73 buildings are 

approximately 7.5 million square feet, with over 500 acres of land 
 

3. Can you provide a list of the assets or indicate how many assets would be included in the 
system?  List is partial and is currently being developed and will be during the initial stages 
of implementation. 

 
4. What is the format of the data to be migrated from the legacy CMMS/Asset Management 

System?  SPPS will put data into software provider’s templates for importing.  Migrating 
work order data will have to be discussed and costed separately with respect to cost, 
feasibility, and value of information.   

 
5. Does your existing CMMS include all of the functional areas mentioned in the RFP 

A120909-A requirement?  Current use of existing CMMS does not include all desired 
functions as specified in the RFP.   
 

6. Is your existing CMMS a single integrated environment? Yes, although we have multiple 
other software systems that provide additional functionality required for the department and 
district. 
 

7. Are there legacy systems (HR, Finance, etc.) that you want integrated with the new CMMS? 
No. 
 

8. What are the number of Assets?  Total quantity is yet determined as a comprehensive list has 
not been assembled; estimate based upon experience for a school district of similar size. 
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9. What is the current volume of Work Orders?  SPPS averages 16,000 corrective/reactive 
maintenance work orders per year.  Note, current volume is not comprehensive, as it does not 
account for the to-be-scheduled preventive maintenance. 

 
10. Is the Provider responsible for the data migration?  SPPS will migrate data using Provider’s 

template(s), assuming software allows such.  Otherwise, Provider will have to assist with 
importing of templates.  Migrating work order data will have to be discussed and costed 
separately with respect to cost, feasibility, and value of information.   
 

11. What is the source, format and volume of the data to be migrated to the CMMS?  SPPS will 
use Provider’s templates. 
 

12. 1.4.B.1; Identify operating requirements in response - We would need some more details on 
this requirement.  SPPS is requesting that Provider details minimum software and/or 
hardware requirements for both cloud and mobile interfaces.   
 

13. 2.1.E; "Ability to integrate with building controls system” - If we have to integrate with 
Building Control systems, does that mean that CMMS operations are going to be driven by 
real time data that we get from these automation systems. Limited and select assets could 
potentially be enabled to push alerts (work order data) in the future via communications 
protocols listed in 13.b. If yes, Kindly share the following; 

a. Make and model of the Building control system - Tridium Niagara 4.7 
b. Communication protocol of the automation system - HTML5, BACnet, FOX 
c. Number of assets connected to the automation system (Building Control System) - 73 

buildings encompassing thousands of assets including boilers, air handlers, VAVs, 
pumps, VFDs, motors, etc. 

d. Number of real time data points that needs to be monitored from the Building control 
system - SPPS does not anticipate the CMMS actively monitoring real time data 
points within the Building Controls System. Limited and select assets could 
potentially be enabled to push alerts (work order data) in the future via 
communications protocols listed in 13.b. 

e. Number of real time data points that needs to be controlled remotely? - None. 
Apart from this, we would also like to know the approximate number of users who would 
be using the application and it would help if the level of access and role definition of the 
users are also provided. We would also need the total number of non-connected assets 
(Assets not connected to the Building control system)." - We provided the estimated user 
license requirements, including roles and quantity, in section 3.3.  Comprehensive asset 
list is being developed and is not available at this point.    

 
14. 2.2.D.1; Paste with Find & Replace function - Need some more context on this requirement. 

Requirement is similar to the Find & Replace function in Microsoft Word.  When copying 
and pasting to create new assets/locations, it is desired that, while pasting, attributes of copied 
asset/location(s) can be edited and incorporated into pasted asset/location(s).  For example, 
when copying rooms on floor 2 and pasting to create floor 3, floor “2” can be replaced with 
“3”.   
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15. 2.2.M; "Associate and trend meter data for assets/locations - Are we going to integrate with 
Energy meters or are the technicians going to leverage Digital Log books to record the energy 
readings manually. Kindly provide more details.  Data will be entered manually by 
technicians/engineers; ideally, recorded on mobile platform. 
 

16. 2.6.E; Assign to Shop (select from dropdown list) - What is the shop that is being referred to 
here?  Grounds, Plumbing, HVAC, Electrical, Fleet, etc. 
 

17. 2.6.K; Ability to generate PM labor and material forecast report - Please elaborate this 
requirement  We should be able to associate estimated labor hours and part costs to each PM.  
From such, we should be able to generate a report that identifies the PMs that will be created 
over the specified timeframe (e.g. next 60 days) and quantifies the associated number of labor 
hours and part costs.   

 
18. 2.7.C.1; Shop - What is the shop that is being referred to here? “Shops” are the different areas 

of responsibility within the SPPS Facilities department (ie Plumbing, Carpentry, Custodial, 
etc.) 

 
19. 2.9.F.3; Ability to distinguish between “windshield” and “wrench-turning” time (preferred, 

but not required) - Kindly elaborate on this requirement. What is being referred to as 
"Windshield" and "Wrench-Turning" here? SPPS would like to be able to distinguish and 
track labor accurately. Windshield time is travel/drive time, wrench-turning is actual work 
hours on any given work order. 

 
20. 2.14.K; Integrate suppliers’ online portal - Kindly define the scope of integration.  Desired 

ability to view and order vendor parts via the vendor’s online catalog.  At the minimum, a 
link to vendor online catalog; ideally, SPPS is able to order from the vendor’s catalog via the 
CMMS and ordered parts are returned to the respective work order.     
 

21. 2.16.D.1; Location and date due tracked and reported - Need some more context on this 
requirement  For furniture that is checked out, SPPS needs to know where the furniture is and 
when it is due back. 

22. Can SPPS identify the Owner’s CMMS Consultant. FM360, LLC 
(www.FM360consulting.com). 

23. Please detail out what is the CMMS Consultant expected to deliver versus the Partner. Please 
further clarify: “As such, initial workflow analysis, data gathering, etc. will be completed by 
the consultant; thus, pricing can be reduced correspondingly for implementation support” 
Provider is expected to estimate support to deliver on-site training, remote help/support, 
importing of SPPS/Consultant completed templates (if SPPS/Consultant does not have access 
to self-perform), and configuring of software, including workflows/processes, notifications, 
screen/field edits, and reports.  CMMS Consultant will partner with SPPS to prepare data for 
importing, configure software (where we have access and capabilities), manage 
implementation project, and to draft client specific training and process documentation.  
Provider should itemize each of the above listed services; include bill rate where hours to 
perform cannot be estimated.  In short, SPPS and CMMS Consultant will do the heavy lifting 
and leverage the software Provider’s technical expertise to ensure successful implementation.    
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24. Since the RFP specifies that SPPS only requires implementation support during the 
implementation, can you clearly define if this on a T&M basis or a clear scope of work has 
been defined that has to be provided in the RFP proposal.  See answer to #23; provide hourly 
bill rate, in addition to services listed in #23.   

25. Is the Owner going to do the data migration and will it be all existing data? Please clearly 
define what data will be migrated.  See question #10 

26.  Please clarify the following requirement of the RFP: “Assist with bulk importing of data 
during implementation” See question #10.  Some software do not allow Owner/User to 
import data using Provider templates.  Thus, Provider support will be needed to bulk import 
data (via Provider templates) where SPPS/CMMS Consultant is not permitted to self-
perform.   

27. Why is SPPS seeking to move to a different system? What are the current challenges or key 
features missing in the current system? SPPS has been utilizing the same tool for seven years, 
during which time many changes have occurred within both the District and Facilities 
department. SPPS seeks to ensure the best tool is being utilized going forward. 

28. Are floor plans available in any CAD format? Are floor plans polylined? What Version? And 
what is the total sq. ft. See question #1 

29. Does the system include current “As Built” floor plans for all facilities? Yes 

30. Is attaching all the CAD drawings required as part of the implementation cost? No.  
SPPS/CMMS Consultant will self-perform, assuming software allows such.   

31. How many integrations to other systems do you anticipate?  What type of information are you 
looking to integrate into /out of? Example (HR systems, Financial Systems) Primary interface 
will be with SPPS Accounting and HR system, which is currently PeopleSoft.  Proposed data 
integration includes facility staff information (phone, address, hire date, etc.), purchase order 
& invoice costs/data, and timesheets.  However, desired integration will evolve as system 
adoption increases and business processes evolve.  Thus, the key driver in system selection is 
discerning the software’s capability, flexibility, and ease of integration with other open 
systems.     

32. Do you need to utilization of space by department track their space? SPPS does not use the 
CMMS for department space tracking if that is the question. 

33. Does the administration charge for the space – space charge backs? Provide an example of a 
chargeback (I’ve seen chargebacks mean different things across different organizations – 
assuming charging back costs to a certain department)? SPPS does not intend to use the 
CMMS for space chargebacks, however, certain types of work requests are considered 
“chargeable” to a department/program and need to be identified as such.  

34. Can you define (and provide an example) of a Job Plan?  Job Plan is the maintenance 
procedure or tasking, with steps clearly listed and capability to associate Shop/Craft, required 
parts, and estimated labor hours.   

35. Can you provide more insight into the Facility Condition Index by building (2.10.B.6)? This 
would be based on building inspections and ratings, and the associated data input into the 
CMMS. 
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36. Can you provide an example of a Low rating trigger follow-up work order (2.25.C.1)?  As 
part of conducting building/system inspections, a low scoring condition rating should create a 
follow-up work order associated with the assessed building/system.   

37. Clarify what you mean by User configurable dashboard for at least higher permission group 
levels (2.27.B)? Do you mean the home screen/view of the UI?  Yes, a user or group specific 
UI that includes graphical/pictorial representatives of desired data; ideally, clicking on 
graph/image, will open associated report.   

38. Clarify what you mean by staff utilization (2.28.C.18)?  Staff utilization is a calculated 
comparison of staff/engineer labor hours associated with work orders versus staff/engineer 
availability; typically, represented as a percentage.   

39. What you mean by Support open standard means for sharing and importing data; indicate 
supported standards (such as MIMOSA, OPC, DA) – is this for your building automation 
systems (2.29.D)?  This is for potential integration with current and future SPPS software.  
We are attempting to discern the Provider’s capability, flexibility, and ease of integration 
with other open systems.    

 


